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ABSTRACT
Studies in vision have demonstrated that the visual
system can induce the perception of illusory contours. In
this study we document a similar phenomenon in the
auditory mode: Japanese speakers report perceiving
vowels that are absent in the acoustic signal. Such an
illusion is due to the fact that in Japanese, succession of
consonants are not allowed. Hence the linguistic system
inserts an illusory vowel between adjacent vowels in
order to conform to the expected pattern in this language.
Here, we manipulate the lexical neighborhood of nonwords that contain illegal consonant clusters and show
that this illusion is not due to lexical influence. Rather, it
arises before lexical knowledge is activated, suggesting
that phonotactics impact perception routines at a very
early processing stage.

1. INTRODUCTION
Previous research has shown that our perception of
speech sounds is influenced by the linguistic properties
of the maternal language. In particular, recent
investigations have demonstrated that the perception of
phonemes is influenced by phonotactic properties of the
language [1,2,3]. For instance, Japanese syllables cannot
have complex onsets (except for consonant-glide onsets)
and cannot have codas (except for nasal consonants and
the first half of geminates). As a result, Japanese tend to
transform foreign words when they import them in the
language by inserting "epenthetic" vowels between
consonants./1. For instance, the word festival becomes
/fesutibaru
Dupoux et al. [1] found that this effect arises
during on-line speech perception. In a vowel detection
experiment, Japanese subjects report the presence of an
epenthetic vowel /u/ between consonants in non-words
like /ebzo/, even in stimuli with no acoustic vowel
correlate within the consonant cluster. In a speeded ABX
discrimination experiment, they also found that Japanese
subjects have problems discriminating between, for
1

In Japanese, the inserted epenthetic vowel is always an /u/
except after dental stops where it becomes an /o/ (as in
Zeitgeist -> /tsaitogaisuto/).

instance, /ebzo/ and /ebuzo/. This was found even in
Japanese subjects who were quite proficient in French, a
language which authorizes coda consonants and complex
onsets. These results suggests that the linguistic system
inserts an illusory vowel between adjacent consonants in
order to conform to the expected pattern in this language.
In other words, phonotactics plays a role so important as
to create illusory perception of segments.
However, in these experiments, it remains
difficult to assess the locus of the phonotactic effects. In
particular, it is possible that some of the phonotactic
effects are the result of top-down lexical influences on
the perception of the individual phonemes [4]. Indeed, it
could be that while no word in Japanese contains the
sequence /bz/, many of them contain the sequence /buz/,
/baz/ or /biz/. Thus, the possible existence of real
Japanese words with an inserted vowel between the
consonants might have induced subjects to report a
vowel that was not present in the signal. In this paper,
we address the issue of the locus of the phonotactic
effects: do they arise early, i.e. before lexical access, or
are they due to top-down lexical influences?

2. EXPERIMENT
We constructed lists of stimuli containing
consonant clusters, controlling for the presence of lexical
neighbors that would incite Japanese participant to insert
an illusory vowel. Specifically, the consonant clusters
stimuli were disyllabic items of the shape CVCCV such
that there was only a single Japanese word that could be
made by the insertion of a vowel within the consonant
cluster. There were two sets of such stimuli: in the first
set (the u-set) the inserted vowel was the default
epenthetic vowel in Japanese, i.e., /u/, (e.g. sokdosokudo). In the second set (the non-u-set) the vowel is
one that never participates in vowel epenthesis in this
language, i.e., /a/, /i/, or /e/ (e.g. mikdo-mikado).
Subjects were tested on two tasks: a
transcription task and a lexical decision task. In the
transcription task, subjects were presented with stimuli
and asked to transcribe them in the Roman alphabet.
This task was performed in order to check that the
epenthesis effect arose with these stimuli. In the lexical
decision task, subjects had to decide whether the stimuli
were actual words in Japanese. The predictions were as

follows: if the epenthesis effect is lexically driven, we
should expect a large effect of the lexical neighborhood
on the perception of the items with an illegal consonant
cluster. In particular, items in the u-set (e.g. sokdo)
should be perceived with an epenthetic /u/, and items in
the non-u set items should be perceived with a non-u
vowel yielding a Japanese word (e.g. mikdo - mikado).
Furthermore, items in both sets should be considered as
potential Japanese words with in the lexical decision
experiment. In contrast, if the vowel epenthesis arises
before lexical access, both sokdo and mikdo items should
yield an epenthetic /u/, and as a consequence, only sokdo
will be considered as a Japanese word. Indeed, after /u/
epenthesis, mikdo becomes mikudo which is not a
Japanese word. In order to have some baseline to assess
the performance of the test items, we included in the
experiment control words like sokudo and mikado and
non-words like sokado and mikudo.
In this experiment, the stimuli were recorded by a
phonetically trained native speaker of French, who
imitated words and non-words produced by a Japanese
speaker. This solution was adopted because the Japanese
speaker could not produce the consonant clusters
accurately.

(16kHz). Of these, 5 triplets had to be removed because
either the word or the non-word member of a triplet were
considered ambiguous, badly pronounced, or of the
wrong lexical category by a native Japanese phonetician.
This left 14 triplets in the u-set and 14 triplets in the nonu-set (the items are listed in the Appendix). Similarly, 10
fillers were removed because of bad pronunciation,
leaving a total of 68 fillers.

Procedure
For the phonetic transcription task, the items were
presented in a randomized order over headphones.
Subjects were instructed to type the transcription in the
Roman alphabet of the items by typing them on the
computer's keyboard.
For the lexical decision, the items were presented in a
randomized order over headphones using the EXPE
software [5] on a PC compatible. Subjects were
instructed to classify the stimuli into real Japanese words
versus non existent words as fast as they could. If no
response was given within a 4 seconds deadline after the
presentation of an item, the next stimulus was presented.
Subjects were given a practice session of 10 trials with
feedback, and then started in the main experiment with
no feedback.

2.1. Method
Participants
Materials
Two sets of 19 triplets were constructed. In the first set
(the u-set) the triplets were of the type (sokdo, sokudo,
sokado). The first element in the triplet was a disyllable
containing an illegal consonant cluster in Japanese. The
other two elements were identical to the first except for a
vowel inserted between the consonants. The second
element of the triplet was always a word and had the
default epenthetic /u/ inserted, whereas the last element
was a non-word and had one of the Japanese nonepenthetic vowels, /a/, /e/, or /i/. The second set (the nonu-set) contained triplets of the type (mikdo, mikado,
mikudo). These triplets were similar to those of the u-set,
except that the words were produced with the insertion
of a non-epenthetic vowel, and the non-words were
produced by the insertion of /u/. In all cases, there was
only one possible way to make a word in Japanese
through the insertion of a vowel in the consonant cluster
of the first element of a triplet. An additional list of 78
filler items was also constructed, half words, half legal
non-words.
The stimuli were recorded by a native speaker of
Japanese and a native speaker of French in the following
way: The Japanese speaker first read a given triplet, and
the French speaker repeated the same triplet, trying to
imitate the Japanese items in segmental and
suprasegmental features, except for the cluster condition,
where it was required to really produce the consonant
cluster. Each triplet was recorded three times, and the
best tokens were selected by a French and Japanese
listener. The stimuli were then digitally recorded

Fifteen native speakers of Japanese were recruited and
ran on the lexical decision experiment. Five Japanese
subjects performed the phonetic transcription task. They
were all Japanese volunteers recruited in Paris.

2.2 Results
Two subjects had more than 50% errors in the nonwords (both for distractors and test items) and were
removed from subsequent analysis.
First, the phonetic transcription results for the consonant
cluster items were analyzed separately for items in the uset and items in the non-u-set. Consonant cluster items in
the u-set produced 83% of transcription with an
epenthetic /u/ inserted between the consonant. Only 1%
of the responses contained a different vowel (/ou/ instead
of /u/ in one item). In the remaining 16% of the cases,
subjects transcribed a consonant cluster. In the non-u-set,
there were 74% /u/ responses, 10% of a different vowel
(the vowel /i/), and 16% of a consonant cluster response.
The /i/ response was localized in two items: rekSi and
rikSi. It is interesting to note that the /i/ response turns
these two items into a real Japanese word (rekiSi and
rikiSi, respectively). Note also that in these items, there
were still 20% of the /u/ responses.

Table 1: percent "word" response to cluster items in the
lexical decision experiment.
Nonwords
Words
Clusters
u-set
6.0%
91.8%
70.4%
(example
sokado
sokudo
sokdo)
non-u-set
(example

10.4%
mikudo

96.1%
mikado

18.7%
mikdo)

Second, the lexical decision data was analyzed in terms
of percent 'word' response. The data is displayed in
Table 1. As one can see, words are labeled as words
(93% of the cases), and non-words are not (8% of the
cases). The results of the cluster words depends on the
type of set. Cluster items in the u-set are labeled as
words in 70% on average, a score significantly different
from 50% (p<.007). Planned contrasts showed that this
score was significantly different from the score with the
control
non-words
(F1(1,12)=103,
p<.001;
F2(1,13)=108, p<.001) and with the control words
(F1(1,12)=12, p<0.003; F2(1,13)=13, p<0.001). In
contrast, the cluster items in the non-u set are classified
as words in only 18.7% on average (significantly below
50%, p<.001). This score was significantly different than
the score with the control words (F1(1,12)=341, p<.001;
F2(1,13)=109, p<.001), and than the control non-words
although the difference is only significant in the
participants
analysis
(F1(1,12)=11.7,
p<.005;
F2(1,13)=1.7, p>.1).
Third, we analyzed the RTs for the responses in the
dominant category, that is, responses as 'word' for cluster
items in the u-set and responses as 'non-word' for items
in the non-u-set. These responses are shown in Table 2,
together with the RTs for the control words and nonwords. An ANOVA analysis revealed that the control
words yield significantly faster latencies than control
non-words (F1(1,12)=16, p<.002; F2(1,13)=91, p<.001).
Cluster items in the u-set did not differ significantly
from control words (both Fs<1), but yielded significantly
faster RTs than control non-words in the participant's
analysis (F1(1,12)=4.7, p<.05; F2(1,13)=2.7, p>.1). In
contrast, cluster items in the non-u-set yielded slower
RTs than the control words (F1(1,12)=28.0, p<.001;
F2(1,13)=56.5, p<.001), but did not differ significantly
from the control non-words (F1(1,12)=1.9, p>.1;
F2(1,13)=3.0, p>.1). In other words, the cluster items
were responded to with latencies similar to that typical
of the lexical category that they were assimilated to.

In the above analysis of the transcription task, we found
two items in the non-u-set that yielded the identification
of /i/ instead of /u/ (namely, rekSi and rikSi). A post-hoc
analysis showed that the lexical decision responses for
these two items were 77% and 54% of "word" response,
respectively, whereas all the other items in the non-u-set
yielded a majority of non-word responses. Could it be
that these two items reflected a lexical influence on the
epenthesis effect? The insertion if /i/ could indeed be
caused by the presence of the Japanese words rekiSi and
rikiSi which contain an /i/ between the two medial
consonants. This would cause us to reconsider our above
interpretation. However, note that none of the other
items in the non-u-set showed this behavior. Despite the
presence of lexical items with non-u vowels between the
medial consonant, all the other items showed a
consistent perception of /u/ and a non-word response. An
alternative interpretation for these two items could rest
on the observation that in fact cases of /i/ epenthesis in
Japanese have been reported in Japanese. Shinohara [6]
discusses some of these cases, and while she argues that
/i/ epenthesis may not be a productive phenomenon in
Japanese, it is worthwhile noting that the majority of the
existing cases of loan words with /i/ insertion arise in the
context of voiceless stop-fricative consonant clusters (i.e.
textile -> /tekisutairo/), hence the same context as in
rikSi. Further research will find out whether these cases
are bona fide prelexical epenthesis effects or lexical
influences.

3. DISCUSSION
In this experiment, we presented subjects with items
containing illegal Japanese consonant clusters. Half of
these items produced a word after the insertion of an
epenthetic /u/ and half produced a non-word. In the
transcription task, we found that the perception of an
epenthetic /u/ was very similar in the two sets.
Furthermore, in a speeded lexical decision, these items
were consistently classified as words and non-words,
respectively, and the insertion of the epenthetic /u/ did
not slow down the reaction time compared to control
items. In brief, the data obtained supports the
interpretation of epenthesis as a prelexical effect, i.e., an
effect that arises during the encoding of speech sounds
before lexical access occurs. These results are consistent
with an electrophysiological finding by Dupoux and
colleagues [7] who reported that whereas French
participants show an early MMN response to a change

Table 2: Reaction times (ms), standard error, and percent error to cluster and control items
in the lexical decision experiment.
Non-words
Words
Clusters
RT
SE
Err
RT
SE
Err
RT
SE
u-set
non-u-set

1231
1241

78
64

6.0%
10.4%

1055
949

40
34

8.2%
3.8%

1084
1323

37
86

Err
29.1%
18.7%

between ebzo and ebuzo, Japanese participants show no
such MMN response. In brief, the obtained results
support models that posit the presence of a languagespecific representation that is intermediate betwen an
acoustic representation and the lexicon. Such languagespecific representation not only encodes phonetic
categories [8], but also takes into account larger-scale
properties the speech signal, such as syllable structure
[9,10,11].
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Items
bakro
harka
kaksa
kokdo
kokmu
kokso
kokti
komgi

in the
bakuro
haruka
kakusa
kokudo
kokumu
kokuso
kokuti
komugi

u-set
bakaro
haraka
kakasa
kokado
kokamu
kokaso
kokiti
komigi

sokdo
tukSi
yakba
yakza
yursi

sokudo
tukuSi
yakuba
yakuza
yurusi

sokido
tukeSi
yakaba
yakaza
yurisi

Items in the non-u set

kikme kikime kikume
mikdo mikado mikudo
namda namida namuda
reksi
sakba
riksi
sekri
sikti
takra
taksa
wakme
waksa

rekisi
sakaba
rikisi
sekiri
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takara
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sabuka
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sikuti
takura
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wakume
wakusa
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